Talking to Myself is a publication that shines a light on six individuals within
the campus sphere. We encountered each person by chance as they were
going about their day and requested ten minutes of their time to sit for an
interview. The interviews were comprised of four questions, each of
an introspective nature:
1) Consider yourself as you were in high school, and pay that
person a piece of advice knowing what you know now.
2) Consider the person you hope you will become ten years from now, and
remind them of something they’re liable to forget between now and then.
3) Admit something out loud that you’ve been keeping inside.
4) Pay yourself a compliment.

The purpose of each inward-looking question was to uncover the common
anxieties and aspirations that drive us, then overshadow them with
admissions of strength and importance. Each person interviewed came from
a background wholly their own, yet each person grappled with issues of
loneliness, uncertainty, failure, and the cost of success. Yet when pressed to
look further inside themselves with a critical eye, each person was able to
see past their concerns and recognize the qualities that make them
resilient in the face of adversity.
Our unique backgrounds are what shape us into the people we are
today. Our shared strength in the pursuit of happiness and success in
an unforgiving world is what unites us. We must recognize the commonality
of our struggle if we are to grow together and eliminate the boundaries that
divide us from others as well as within ourselves. Our time together is short,
lets make it count by learning to recognize the common greatness inherent
in ourselves and others.

Mary Claire Grube is a profoundly spiritual woman, one who is involved in campus ministries.
A few common misconceptions about the campus church-going crowd are that they are
preachy, bible verse-quoting, judges of character. This is wildly inaccurate, to say the least.
With this image in mind, you would never guess that Mary Claire is someone who aspires
to become a pastor.
Her straightforward honesty about church as an institution was surprising. No system is
perfect, she said, and we all struggle with commitment to intriguing people and ideas.
Recognizing the flaws in a system is the first step to improving it, this is an important
lesson Mary Claire realized, and it is something she imparted upon us. People fall
into a religious or political mindset,or we follow our heroes too closely without
remembering that we are all human and everything can still stand to improve.
Her shared thoughts about church were unexpected. “Church makes me
uncomfortable… even as someone who is a Christian and wants to enter the
ministry.” Her spirituality permeates beyond the walls of the church. Her calling
extends beyond Sunday services.
Spirituality is a personal relationship, motivating her to dedicate her life to
helping others discover their faith. She understands that the foundation of
any meaningful connection is respect. She does not aim to preach or pay
lip service. Mary Claire honestly wants to connect with those in need of
connection, and commune with those who feel lost.
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It is easy to believe that Roberto Bell is surrounded by caring
individuals, at nineteen years old he is one of the more affable
freshman I have had the pleasure of meeting. The first person to
be interviewed, he offered up vulnerable information concerning

“

his ongoing struggles in an environment where we are tasked

ta k e ti m e
to get to know a person.

”

with getting to know each other as well as ourselves.
When Roberto pictures himself ten years from now, he sees a
perilous road leading to a successful place. Roberto told me
that just as he hopes to not overlook those who lend
him strength on his journey, he does not want to be
swayed by others. Rather, “I’m liable to forget to
stick to my first decision, and not let other
people change it.”
This combination of accepting help but not advice
seems destined for conflict. In Roberto, I see a more
focused mind at work. Roberto is not one to dismiss the
opinions of others, rather, he trusts himself as well as those
he keeps close to him.
Roberto admits that relationships are an issue for him. College is often
portrayed as a place of sexual exploration, yet Roberto already considers
it more important to know someone than to just be with someone. Such
a mature state of mind is quite honestly unexpected, considering how
many among us seem ill-prepared to have this conversation with ourselves.
That Roberto can recognize the different levels of intimacy, and strive for
something more sincere, indicates a more mature state of mind.

Aubria Myers has a very clear insight into her future as well as her past. We
met Aubria working in The Multicultural Center and we would soon learn that
she also maintains a clear view of the present. As a freshman, Aubria already
knows what she’s been through, and what she’s capable of accomplishing.
Compared to many other students who have difficulty reconciling their role in
the college structure, Aubria’s sense of self is vast and well formed.
So well formed, that she can readily admit her apprehension that college will
not be worth her time. There exists a pervasive belief that a college degree
is simply not as valuable as it once was, and this is not a view unique to
Appalachian State. It is not uncommon to feel adrift in higher education
from time to time. Aubria was only in her second semester when I
spoke to her, but she was taking twenty credit hours (for reference,
twelve hours is considered a full course load). She told me “I’m
out of state, so I have to finish in four years.” Out of state student
tuition rates are significantly more expensive, so the burden of
timely accomplishment falls even harder on students who have
come from elsewhere to study here.
Far too many students feel pressured to exceed a full course load in
order to graduate on time or ahead of schedule. Aubria is a hardworking
student going beyond what is expected of her, so I was taken aback to hear
her say “I’m scared, for the most part, of graduating and having no earthly
idea what I want to do next, or knowing what I’m gonna do next but it’s
not what I wanna do.”
This is a very common state of mind. We look to the future and we picture
the best and worst outcomes for ourselves, and yet the truth of where we are
heading cannot possibly be defined with any real certainty, and that is the way
it should be. When I was in highschool, I would never have predicted that I
would be where I am now. Where I am now, fortunately, is also where I want
to be. With this in mind, I feel confident that as the uncertainty of the past
gave way to assurance in the present, uncertainty in my future will eventually
give way to satisfaction with the path I’ve taken.

“
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”

I spot her across the atrium and we make eye contact, even her eyes are grinning as she raises
her hand to wave and skips over to me. I have never known Julia to put two feet on the ground at
once, and her bubbly personality is especially glowing today. “Ça va?” she asks, wanting to know
how the semester has been. We continue a conversation in French for several minutes before
laughing and switching back to a language more familiar. She then looks over and realizes our
interviews being conducted at a table. Intrigued, she wants to know how she can be a part of
it. I explained the project and she sits where she stood, waiting to be next in line.
I watched the transformation in mood happen, just as it had with Reggie. As the
questions were asked, she took a decent amount of time to really ponder each one and
answer truthfully. She really stressed the importance of not, in her words, “getting
caught up in the little things that make you upset.” I agree with her responses and
relate to them most strongly on an academic level. Getting caught up in things is easy,
it’s how you handle them that is the challenge. She says something else that hits home.
“I am afraid, that by reaching my goals, in reaching them, I’ll be super lonely.” Recently,
relationships have taken a spot on the back burner for me. Our eyes meet again and
we both know that this is a problem that many people, especially busy-bodies like
ourselves, face. Sometimes projects and deadlines take a front seat and dictate our
lives, making things like friends and relationships just out of reach.
“Give yourself a compliment.” This was the hardest question. Her face scrunches
into the confused look we’ve seen in everyone. She sits a few minutes, fingers
tapping on the table. She looks up. “I would tell myself that I’m good at surviving,
as weird as that sounds. I can explain more.” Many of us don’t step out of our
comfort zones enough to realize the art of surviving. Having lived in Paris for
a month this past summer and not knowing anyone on the trip of the
host family I would soon come to love, I react on a personal level to
her ability to ‘survive.’ It’s easy to look at someone who appears put
together, or someone who has suffered hardship, and proclaim them
a survivor. Yet surviving is what we are all doing, whether or not we
realize it. We are all working hard, and struggling, and occasionally
stumbling, on the path to the goals we have laid out for ourselves,
and every day we don’t throw in the towel is another day survived.
We survive as students, family members, and friends. As long as
others can rely on us for assurance and companionship,
we are more than surviving, we are thriving.

“

I am good at

s u r vi vin g .

”

After a week of rain and snow, it finally feels like spring
outside. Birds are chirping. Students flood campus as
classes let out, and the library looms before us. A somber
face strides past us, one that I quickly recognize as a friend
from a previous internship with the football team’s video
department. I call his name and he turns around, shocked
out of his daydream.
An entrepreneur and professional photographer, Christian had a
lot to say about personal goals. His photography and film business is
wildly successful, which he credits in large part to the people who helped
him from the start. “Don’t forget the people who cared for you when you
were nothing and helped you get to the place where you are now,” he told us,
and more importantly himself. He explained the importance of truly caring about
people, then dipped into the reality that he, like most people, didn’t have all of the
details sorted out yet.
Before he left, Christian told me that he felt a tremendous weight come off his
shoulders. He said that when I had run into him earlier, the place he had mentally
gone to was not a good place to be; he told me that having said what he did out
loud made him realize something he didn’t want to tell himself. But these were
things he needed to hear. This brief aside reaffirmed our mission for this publication.
We conduct these interviews not for our own benefit, but for the individual and the
campus community, two intrinsically linked beings.
When Christian admits to himself “I am not living up to my potential”, he echoes the concerns of countless
others on campus. Yet, these feelings when spoken aloud seem meager in comparison to our achievements.
Christian operates a successful film production company, Mountain Wind Films, which enables him to tell
stories and entertain an audience, and yet he still struggles with the fear that he is not working hard enough.
His doubt is misplaced, yet it propels him to work harder to achieve the greatness he knows he is capable of.
Every person we interviewed felt similarly about the expectations they’ve set for themselves, but when tasked
with addressing oneself in a positive light, the doubt melts away and is replaced by a feeling of accomplishment
and acceptance. It is far too rare that we acknowledge our own inherent greatness, and that greatness is
something we must learn to recognize.

“

find out
what you
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”

Anyone familiar with the ongoing campus social justice conversation knows
Reggie Gravely’s name. The issue of white privilege has become a lightning rod for
discussion, powered in no small part by Reggie’s action as an East Hall Resident
Assistant to install a bulletin board imploring students to check their privilege.
White privilege, for those out of the know, is the systemic network of advantage
afforded to white folk. Intentional or not, white people are given access to
different opportunities than non-whites. The magnitude and existence of white
privilege is hotly contested. Yet thanks to Reggie, the long overdue conversation
has come to Appalachian State, a predominantly white university.
One month prior to these events, we were walking through the Student
Union when Reggie strolled past. He and I had worked together in The
Multicultural Center so we began to chat. After telling him about the
project we invited him to sit down for an interview.
The mood changed as he searched for the right
answers to our deeply personal questions; a bubbly
personality turned pensive, and we waited.
Poignant moments slipped by while Reggie
quietly reflected on the person he had
been and the person he hoped to become.

“

Questions directed toward his high school

s ta y r e g g ie

...don't get dull.

”

self lead to the admission that he was “not
a well-behaved individual at all”, and that
given the chance he would try again. Advice
paid to his future self prompted the metaadvice to “Stay Reggie... don’t get dull.” An
admittedly hard worker, Reggie already knows
what he stands for. If his rise to prominence in
the university is any indication, his hard work
and dedication will continue to propel him
and his causes forward.

We would like to extend our immense gratitude to those
who helped make this publication a success:
Roberto Bell, Aubria Myers, Alex Case, Chris Smith,
Reggie Gravely, Christian Goudy, Mary Claire Grube, Julia
Castellano, Sam Dulac, Katie Hodge, Tricia Treacy, Clifton Meador,
and the Graphic Design Spring 2015 Senior Studio class.
It was a pleasure to hear the stories of those interviewed; it
enriched our appreciation for the diversity of personalities on our
campus and we are thankful for your willingness to share your
unique stories with your peers. We thank everyone else for their
continued support and feedback.
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